Global Issues Management

Use FiscalNote’s comprehensive data to monitor and manage legislation and regulation from 18 countries globally.
Access issue workspaces on the go with FiscalNote mobile

FiscalNote’s mobile app makes issue workspaces, talking points, stakeholders, actions, documents, and links available while traveling to a meeting or conference. Notes can be added to relevant issues and stakeholders via user’s mobile keyboard or through talk-to-text functionality allowing users to dictate meeting notes and actions, and a built-in business card scanner allows users to seamlessly upload any new stakeholders.

Proactively identify opportunity and monitor risk with Discovery Alerts

Identify new opportunity and mitigate risks in key markets by being automatically alerted to new regulations or legislation that could affect your organization. Automatic email alerts based on keyword search criteria alerts and selected countries ensures emails remain relevant and actionable. Share captured priority regulation and legislation internally across teams and geographies to manage the global policy landscape of any issue.

Collaborate and drive alignment across global teams with Issues Workspace

Stay connected on key issues, markets, and opportunities with cross-functional alignment, synergy, and integration via global workspaces that serve as a sustainable knowledge hub for your organization. Enhanced interconnectedness amongst siloed teams enable users to reduce email traffic and create a central repository of knowledge such as in-market news and social media, issue tracking, talking points, and global policy data.

Manage and engage stakeholders who impact your issues with Unified Directory

Effectively identify, engage, and influence stakeholders with FiscalNote’s pre-populated contact database with over 85,000 global government officials. Create custom contacts outside of pre-populated government officials to create a comprehensive database, both internal and external, in a single unified directory. Manage relationships by associating actions, notes, files, links, and more, then report on your engagements to measure impact, drive outcomes, and show ROI.

Store priority documents and links for a global central repository

Store, access, and organize all important documents, news articles, and other web pages related to policy issues and markets, then access, download, and share directly from FiscalNote’s mobile app.

To learn more about FiscalNote, click here
FiscalNote is the #1 most trusted and secure software solution for managing the policy issues that present the greatest risks and opportunities to your organization. Our 360-degree approach includes policy news & analysis, tracking, stakeholder management, collaboration tools and advocacy.